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Abstract. Region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN) [1,2,3]
have largely dominated object detection. Operators defined on RoIs (Re-
gion of Interests) play an important role in R-CNNs such as RoIPool-
ing [1] and RoIAlign [3]. They all only utilize information inside RoIs
for RoI prediction, even with their recent deformable extensions [4]. Al-
though surrounding context is well-known for its importance in object
detection, it has yet been integrated in R-CNNs in a flexible and ef-
fective way. Inspired by the auto-context work [5] and the multi-class
object layout work [6], this paper presents a generic context-mining RoI
operator (i.e., RoICtxMining) seamlessly integrated in R-CNNs, and the
resulting object detection system is termed Auto-Context R-CNN
which is trained end-to-end. The proposed RoICtxMining operator is a
simple yet effective two-layer extension of the RoIPooling or RoIAlign
operator. Centered at an object-RoI, it creates a 3 × 3 layout to mine
contextual information adaptively in the 8 surrounding context regions
on-the-fly. Within each of the 8 context regions, a context-RoI is mined
in term of discriminative power and its RoIPooling / RoIAlign fea-
tures are concatenated with the object-RoI for final prediction. The
proposed Auto-Context R-CNN is robust to occlusion and small objects,
and shows promising vulnerability for adversarial attacks without being
adversarially-trained. In experiments, it is evaluated using RoIPooling as
the backbone and shows competitive results on Pascal VOC, Microsoft
COCO, and KITTI datasets (including 6.9% mAP improvements over
the R-FCN [7] method on COCO test-dev dataset and the first place on
both KITTI pedestrian and cyclist detection as of this submission).
Keywords: Object Detection, Auto-Context R-CNN, Context-Mining
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivations and Objectives
State-of-the-art deep learning based object detection systems have been largely
dominated by the region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN) [1,2,3].
R-CNNs consist of two components: (i) A class-agnostic region proposal compo-
nent (i.e., objectness detection) is used to reduce the number of candidates to
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be classified since the sliding window technique is practically prohibitive. The
proposals, called RoIs (region-of-interest) are generated either by utilizing off-
the-shelf objectness detectors such as the selective search [8], Edge Boxes [9] and
BING [10] or by learning an integrated region proposal network (RPN) [2] end-
to-end. (ii) A prediction component (i.e., head classifier) is used to classify all the
RoIs and to regress bounding boxes for accurate detection. The two components
can be either separately or end-to-end trained. To accommodate different shapes
of RoIs, operators such as RoIPooling [1] and RoIAlign [3] need to be adopted
to compute equally-sized feature maps for the prediction component. The RoI
operators first divide a RoI of any shape into a predefined grid of ph× pw cells
(e.g., ph = pw = 7 or 14 typically used in practice). Each cell in the grid is de-
scribed by a vector of the same dimensionality as the feature map through spatial
max/average-pooling inside the cell. Then, the concatenated vector is used as
input to the head classifier (such as a fully-connected layer). With the recent
deformable extensions [4], although each cell has the potential to be placed out-
side the RoI through the feedforward computed displacement, the experimental
results [4] showed that the cells are mostly deformed toward inside the RoI. Ex-
ploiting information mainly inside an object RoI not only may not fully explore
the power of R-CNN based object detection systems (e.g., handling small objects
and occlusion), but also may be less vulnerable to adversarial attacks targeted
object regions [11,12].
It is well known that contextual information is important in object detec-
tion and visual recognition [13,14,15,16]. To integrate surrounding contextual
information in R-CNNs, different methods have been investigated: global con-
text (i.e., RoIPooling using the whole image lattice as a RoI) [17], inside-outside
networks utilizing spatial recurrent neural network for gathering contextual in-
formation [18], and local context pooled from predefined context regions w.r.t.
an object RoI [19]. We are interested in methods of mining surrounding contex-
tual information explicitly and on-the-fly in learning and inference which can be
seamlessly integrated in R-CNNs. Inspired by the auto-context work [5] and the
multi-class object layout work [6], we propose a simple yet effective extension to
the RoIPooling or RoIAlign operators, which discriminatively mines surrounding
contextual information for improving object detection performance. The result-
ing object detection system is termed Auto-Context R-CNN which is trained
end-to-end. As a by-product, it also shows promising vulnerability for adversarial
attacks without being adversarially-trained.
1.2 Method Overview
Our Auto-Context R-CNN extends Faster R-CNN [2] with the RoIPooling [1] or
RoIAlign [3] operator substituted by the proposed RoICtxMining operator.
Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed RoICtxMining operator which is a two-layer
extension of the traditional RoI operator. An object proposal is represented by
an object-RoI and 8 context-RoIs which capture contextual information in the
8 spatial neighbors (left, right, top, bottom, left-top, right-top, left-bottom and
right-bottom). Centered at the object-RoI, we define a 3× 3 grid with each cell
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our RoICtxMining operator (left) and an example in detection
(right). Centered at an object-RoI, 8 surrounding context-RoIs are minded in corre-
sponding regions of a 3× 3 layout. See text for detail.
being the same shape as the object-RoI, which defines the contextual layout sim-
ilar in spirit to the auto-context work [5], the multi-class object layout work [6]
and the recent deep context in unsupervised representation learning [20]. Each
of the 8 context-RoIs is mined w.r.t. the corresponding cell. Feature representa-
tions of the object-RoI and the context-RoIs are computed by either RoIPooling
or RoIAlign operator, then concatenated together for final prediction.
To mine the context-RoI in a surrounding neighbor cell (e.g., the cell to the
right of the object RoI in Fig. 1), we first define the pool of context-RoI proposals.
We have some high-level assumptions: context-RoI proposals are largely confined
inside the cell and not too small, and only one context-RoI proposal in the pool
will be mined. In defining the pool, we use the center RoI as the anchor RoI
(see the solid gray RoI in the enlarged cell in Fig. 1). The anchor RoI is of half
width and half height of the cell. The pool includes all RoIs whose intersection
over union (IoU) with the anchor RoI are greater than or equal to a threshold
(0.3 used in our experiments, see some examples illustrated by the dotted gray
RoIs in the enlarged cell in Fig. 1). Each context-RoI proposal is described by
a feature vector computed by RoIPooling or RoIAlign operator. To mine the
most discriminative context-RoI in the pool, we introduce a class-agnostic sub-
network (e.g., a simple 1× 1 convolution or equivalently a fully connected layer
with one output) which computes the score (goodness of contextual information)
for each context-RoI proposal and select the one with the maximum score as the
mined context-RoI.
The proposed method of mining context-RoI in a surrounding neighbor cell
is related to the latent part placement approach in the deformable part-based
models (DPMs) [21]. The mined context-RoIs can be treated as latent contextual
parts. The proposed method is also related to the recent deformable convolu-
tion method [4] which computes the displacement in a bottom-up way without
explicit control. Here, the pool of context-RoI proposals is defined with explicit
control of the range in a top-down manner w.r.t. a given object-RoI and the
proposals cover not only displacement but also shape changes.
In experiments, we test our Auto-Context R-CNN using RoIPooling as the
backbone RoI operator. It shows competitive results on Pascal VOC 2007 and
2012 [22], Microsoft COCO [23], and KITTI datasets [24]. We compare with a
series of state-of-the-art deep learning based object detection systems (including
recent Faster R-CNN variant, R-FCN [7] with 6.9% mAP improvement on COCO
test-dev dataset). Our model also won the first place on both KITTI pedestrian
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and cyclist detection (anonymous submission). Our model also shows promising
vulnerability robustness to object adversarial attacks.
2 Related Work and Our Contributions
We first briefly review R-CNN based detection systems and context models, then
introduce our contributions to the computer vision community.
Region-based Detection Models. Recently, region-based detection mod-
els [25,7,2,4,3] have dominated the object detection field, as they obtain leading
accuracies on popular benchmarks [22,26,23].
Starting from the seminal work - R-CNN [25], which consists of an object
proposal module and region-based CNN classifier. R-CNN was extended by [27,1]
to allow extracting RoI specific features using RoIPooling, increasing both the
detection speed and accuracy. Faster R-CNN [2] replaced the separating ob-
ject proposal module (e.g., Selective Search [8]) with a region proposal network
(RPN), leading to a significant speedup for proposal generation. R-FCN [7] fur-
ther improved the speed using position-sensitive RoIPooling, making the whole
network fully convolutional. Recently, He et al. [3] introduced RoIAlign that
properly aligning extracted features with positions of input region proposals,
leading to further improvement on detection accuracy. Besides, there are several
follow-up works [28,29,30,31] making the region-based detection models more
robust and flexible.
Context Modeling. The role of context has been well exploited in recogni-
tion and detection [5,6,32,33,34,35,36]. Specifically, [5] utilized the classification
confidence as context information, and learn the context model in an iterative
way, showing significant improvements over Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
and Belief Propagation (BP) on context modeling. Desai et al. [6] proposed to
model the object-object semantic relationship as context in a 3 × 3 cells, lead-
ing to improved performance over deformable part-based models (DPM) [21] on
PASCAL VOC dataset.
For generic object detection with CNN, numerous works have been proposed.
Sermanet et al. [37] utilized two contextual regions centered on each object for
pedestrian detection. In [38], features of both specific regions and the entire
image are used to improve region classification. For ResNets-based Faster R-CNN
model [17], only the entire image contextual feature was utilized. Meanwhile, [39]
utilized classification scores of the whole image to aid object recognition. [19]
utilized ten contextual regions around each object with different crops to improve
the localization of objects, while [40,41] utilized four contextual regions. [18] used
spatial RNNs to compute contextual features in object detection. Though those
methods provide a simple way to integrate contextual information, the context
is manually predefined. Besides, the improvement is usually modest or marginal.
Recently, [42] use the non-local operations to capture long-range dependen-
cies of any two pixels in an image, which implicitly captures the pixel-to-pixel
relationship across the entire image domain, it is complementary to local contexts
for higher-level semantic object detection. [43] iteratively utilized the posterior
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Fig. 2. Network architecture of the proposed Auto-Context R-CNN built on top of the
Faster R-CNN framework [2]. See text for details.
distribution of labels along with image features, similar to [5], for brain extrac-
tion in magnetic resonance imaging. Recurrent rolling convolution network [44]
aggregates features from both top-down and bottom-up layers, though is “deep
in context”, the training process is slow and hard to converge.
This paper makes the following three main contributions to object detection.
(i) We propose a generic context-mining RoI operator (i.e., RoICtxMining)
seamlessly integrated in R-CNN based object systems;
(ii) Instead of manually assigning contexts around objects, we present a novel
method that automatically mining context for object detection;
(iii) Our model obtains significant improvement over state-of-the-art compa-
rable R-CNN based detection systems on PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012, Mi-
crosoft COCO, and KITTI pedestrian and cyclist datasets (first place in the
leadboards as of submission).
3 Auto-Context R-CNN
In this section, we present details of the proposed Auto-Context R-CNN. To
be self-contained, we first briefly introduce the Faster R-CNN [2]. Then, we
elaborate on the proposed RoICtxMining operator and the learning method.
Fig. 2 illustrates the network architecture.
3.1 Overview of Faster R-CNN
Faster R-CNN is an end-to-end learnable object detection framework. Object
detection via Faster R-CNN in an image consists of three components: the feature
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backbone (such as the ResNet [17]), the category-agnostic RoI proposal sub-
network (i.e., the RPN [2]), and the RoI-wise prediction sub-network (i.e., the
R-CNN head classifier). The feature backbone is shared by the RPN and the
R-CNN head classifier.
The feature backbone computes a feature map for an input image x. Denote
by F the feature map which is represented by a tensor of D ×H ×W where D
is the dimensionality of the feature space, and H and W the height and width
of the feature map respectively (which are usually much smaller than those of
the input image x due to sub-sampling in the backbone ConvNet).
The RPN is used for objectness detection (binary classification), that is to
generate a set of class-agnostic RoIs. To that end, a small number k of anchor
boxes are predefined in a translation invariant way (e.g., k = 9 anchor boxes are
used covering the combination between 3 aspect ratios and 3 sizes). By placing
the anchor boxes in the feature map, there are k×H ×W RoI proposals (which
are a subset of sliding windows). Based on IoU with annotated object bounding
boxes, RoI proposals are assigned as either positives or negatives. For positive
RoI proposals, bounding box regression parameters are also computed for better
localization. The RPN is a lightweight subnetwork. It takes the feature map F as
input and usually applies a 3× 3 convolution, followed by two branches of 1× 1
convolution for binary classification and bounding box regression respectively
for the k anchor boxes placed at each position in the feature map. For RoIs
classified as positives (i.e., object-RoIs), after bounding box regression, they go
through non-maximum suppression (NMS) and the top NRPN object-RoIs will
be kept (e.g., NRPN = 2000 is typically used).
The R-CNN head classifier is used to classify the object-RoIs from the RPN
into L+ 1 categories (e.g., L = 20 in PASCAL VOC and a generic background
class). To that end, a RoI operator is first used to compute equally-sized (denoted
by ph × pw, typically ph = pw = 7) feature representation for all object-RoIs
which usually have different shapes and sizes. Denote by r an object-RoI of size
h×w in the feature map F . After the RoI operator, r is represented by a RoI map,
denoted by F (r), with dimensionality D × ph × pw computed from the feature
map F . The RoIPooling operator [1] and RoIAlign operator [3] are widely used.
After the RoI operator, the R-CNN head classifier has two branches too, one
for L+ 1-class prediction and the other for L+ 1-class bounding box prediction.
They can be implemented by a shared fully connected layer followed by another
fully-connected layer for each branch. Or, they are implemented by some heavier
design such as the final stage of ResNet [17] followed by a fully-connected layer
for each branch.
3.2 The RoICtxMining Operator
Popular RoIPooling and RoIAlign operators utilize information only inside object-
RoIs. To leverage surrounding contextual information, our RoICtxMining oper-
ator is a simple two-layer extension for them.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, given an object-RoI r, we place a 3×3 grid centered at
r with all cells being the same shape as r. Denote by Rc and rc a surrounding cell
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in the 3×3 grid and the corresponding context-RoI mined in the cell respectively
where c ∈ {left, top, right, bottom, left− top, right− top, right− bottom, left−
bottom}. With the 8 mined context-RoIs, an object-RoI is then described by
the concatenated RoI maps of dimensionality 9 · D × ph × pw. All the 9 RoI
maps are computed by either RoIPooling or RoIAlign. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
this augmented RoI representation is the only change to the Faster R-CNN
framework.
To mine the context-RoI rc in the cell Rc, we adopt the idea similar in spirit
to the RPN. We have two components:
– Defining the candidate pool of context-RoIs. We first define the set of can-
didate context-RoIs, denoted by Ω = {b0, · · · , bn} where b0 represents the
anchor RoI which is placed at the center of the cell Rc with half height and
half width of the cell. Then, we enumerate all bi’s which satisfy i) the short
edge is not shorter than one third of the short edge of the cell and the long
edge is not longer than the long edge of the cell (i.e., a context-RoI is as-
sumed to be not too small or not too big w.r.t. the surrounding cell itself),
and ii) the IoU between a bi and the anchor b0 is greater than or equal to
0.3 (i.e., context-RoIs are assumed to be placed not too far from the center
of the cell). We note that the assumptions for the size and the distance to
center can be treated as hyper-parameters. We keep them fixed for simplicity
in our experiments.
– Selecting the best context-RoI in the pool. Each candidate context-RoI bi is
represented by a RoI map using either RoIPooling or RoIAlign. To select the
most discriminative one, we introduce a fully-connected layer with one out-
put which computes the score for each candidate context-RoI, and we select
as the context-RoI rc the one with the best score (i.e., max-pooling across
the entire pool for each surrounding cell individually). The fully connected
layer is shared among all the 8 surrounding cells.
After the context-RoI rc is mined for each surround cell in the 3×3 layout, we
concatenate their RoI maps with that of the object-RoI, then apply the R-CNN
head classifier for final prediction and bounding box regression.
3.3 Learning Auto-Context R-CNN
In this section, we briefly present the multi-task formulation in parameter learn-
ing, which are the same as in Faster R-CNN [2].
Both the RPN subnetwork and the R-CNN subnetwork are trained using a
multi-task loss including the classification loss and the bounding box regression
loss as in [1,2]. The objective function is defined as follows:
L({pj , `j}, {tj , t∗j}) =
1
Ncls
∑
j
Lcls(pj , `j) + λ 1
Nreg
∑
j
1`j≥1Lreg(tj , t∗j ) (1)
where j is the index of an anchor (for training the RPN with the ground-truth
label `j ∈ {0, 1}) or an object-RoI (for training the R-CNN with `j ∈ [0, L]) in a
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Fig. 3. Sample detections of our Auto-Context R-CNN on PASCAL VOC (1st row),
MS COCO (2nd row), KITTI pedestrian and cyclist (3rd and 4th rows). Best viewed
in color and magnification.
mini-batch, pj the predicted probability (i.e., soft-max score) of the anchor or the
object-RoI being a category `j and Lcls(pj , `j) = − log pj , tj and t∗j the predicted
4-d bounding box regression vector and and ground-truth one respectively and
Lreg(tj , t∗j ) uses the smooth-l1 loss proposed in [1]. The term 1`j≥1 means that
we only take into account the bounding box regression loss of positives. Ncls is
usually set to the size of mini-batch and Nreg the number of anchor positions in
training RPN and the number of object-RoIs in training R-CNN. λ is a trade-off
parameter to balance the two types of losses.
Implementation Details. We follow the widely used practice in specifying the
network architecture. For example., when ResNet101 [17] is used, we use the
first 4 stages as the shared feature backbone for the RPN and the R-CNN head
classifier. The RPN is specified exactly as plotted in Fig. 2. After RoICtxMining,
the R-CNN head-classifier consists of the final stage of ResNet101 and the two
fully-connected branches for prediction and bounding box regression (see Fig. 2).
4 Experiments
In this section, we first present quantitative and qualitative results of our Auto-
Context R-CNN models on PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 [22], MS COCO detec-
tion benchmark [23] and KITTI pedestrian and cyclist detection benchmark [24].
Then, we give detailed ablation studies on the proposed RoICtxPooling operator.
Settings. We use the ResNet [17] pretrained on the ImageNet [26] as our
feature backbone to fine-tune. We implement our RoICtxPooling operator on
top of the RoIPooling operator [1], which shows convincing experimental results
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PASCAL VOC 2007
Method training data AP@0.5 AP@0.7
Faster-R-CNN-ResNet101 [2] 07+12 76.4 -
R-FCN-ResNet101 07+12 79.5 60.5
D-R-FCN-ResNet101∗ [4] 07+12 82.6 68.5
Ours-ResNet101 07+12 83.8 70.3
R-FCN-ResNet50 [7] 07+12 77.4 57.8
Ours-ResNet50 07+12 81 .7 66 .6
Table 1. Result comparisons on the PASCAL VOC 2007 test set. ∗ We note that
the ResNet101 backbone used in the deformable variant of R-FCN has deformable
convolution layers in the last two stages which are more powerful than the vanilla
version of ResNet101 used in our model.
Fig. 4. Examples of the proposed context mining method. For clarity, we show only
one detection (red) with mined surrounding context RoIs in an image even there are
are multiple objects. Best viewed in color and magnification.
for its effectiveness in object detection. Due to the limited GPU computing
resource we have, we leave the experiments using the RoIAlign [3] operator in
the future work. We also leave the integration with the deformable variants [4]
of RoIPooling and RoIAlign in the future work. Both are straightforward to
implement and should further improve performance.
4.1 Results on Pascal VOC Datasets
PASCAL VOC 2007 Testset. We first verify our method on the PASCAL
VOC 2007 dataset [22]. Following [2,7], the union set of VOC 2007 trainval and
VOC 2012 trainval (“07+12”) are used for training, and the VOC 2007 test set
is used for testing. During testing, non-maximum suppression (NMS) is used to
report the final results. We evaluate our model by the standard mean average
precision (mAP) and adopt the PASCAL VOC evaluation protocol [22], i.e., a
detection is correct only if the intersection over union (IoU) of its bounding box
and the ground-truth bounding box are equal to or greater than 0.5 or 0.7 (i.e.,
AP@0.5 and AP@0.7).
In this experiment, our Auto-Context R-CNN is trained using a learning rate
of 0.001 for the first 80k iterations and 0.0001 for another 40k iterations with a
mini-batch size of 2.
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PASCAL VOC 2012
Method training data AP@0.5
YOLOv2 544 [45] 07++12 73.4
SSD512 [46] 07++12 74.9
Faster-R-CNN-ResNet101 07++12 73.8
R-FCN-ResNet101-ReIm [7]† : 07++12 76.7
Ours-ResNet101‡ : 07++12 81.1
Table 2. Result comparisons on the PASCAL VOC 2007 test set. †: we use the author
provided code to test (https://github.com/daijifeng001/R-FCN). ‡: the results of
our model can be viewed at http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk:8080/anonymous/PVPYUX.
html
Table 1 shows the comparisons between our model and three state-of-the-
art baseline models, vanilla Faster R-CNN [1], the fully convolutional variant,
R-FCN [7] and its latest deformable extension [4]. Our model outperforms all
of them. Compared with the vanilla Faster R-CNN [2], we only substitute the
RoIPooling operator with our RoICtxMining one. We obtain significant improve-
ment by 7.4% AP@0.5 which justifies the effectiveness of our model. Compared
with the R-FCN [7], it utilizes position-sensitive maps in RoIPooling. Our model
outperforms it when using both the ResNet50 and ResNet101 feature backbones.
In terms of AP@0.5, we obtain 4.3% improvement for both backbones. In terms
of AP@0.7, we improve it by 8.8% and 9.8% respectively, which also shows the
effectiveness of accurate detection of our model. Compared with the deformable
variant of R-FCN, our model improves it by 1.2% and 1.8% respectively. We
expect that we will be able to further improve the performance through the in-
tegration of our RoICtxMining operator and the deformable convolution (which
is out of the scope of this paper).
PASCAL VOC 2012 Testset. We also evaluate our model on PASCAL
VOC 2012 benchmark [22],and use VOC 2007 trainval+test and VOC 2012 train-
val (“07++12”) following [2,7] as our training set, and test on VOC 2012 test.
Training and testing settings are the same as VOC 2007.
In experiments, we use ResNet101 as the backbone architecture. Our model
is trained using a learning rate of 0.001 for the first 100k iterations and 0.0001
for another 50k iterations with a mini-batch size of 2.
Table 2 shows the comparisons between our model and some state-of-the-
art methods. Our model outperforms all of them. Compared with R-FCN, the
improvement of our model on PASCAL VOC 2012 is almost the same as the
one on PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset, 4.4% vs. 4.3%, which shows the stability of
performance improvement of our model.
Fig. 3 shows some qualitative results of our model on the PASCAL VOC
testset (1st row).
4.2 Results on Microsoft COCO Dataset
To further validate our model on larger datasets, we test it on the MS COCO
dataset [23] with ResNet-101 as the backbone. There two settings for this ex-
periment.
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Method AP@0.5 AP@[0.5 : 0.95] Small Medium Large
Faster-R-CNN-ResNet101 [2] 48.4 27.2 6.6 28.6 45.0
R-FCN-ResNet101 [7] 48.9 27.6 8.9 30.5 42.0
Ours-ResNet101 54.4 33.7 15.5 36.3 46.2
Table 3. Result comparisons on the COCO val dataset.
COCO train-val Dataset. In the first setting, 80k train set is utilized for
training, and 40k val set is utilized for testing. The training setting is similar to
the one on PASCAL VOC datasets. We use a learning rate 0.002 for the first 90k
iterations and 0.0002 for the next 30k iterations, with an effective mini-batch
size of 8.
Method data AP@0.5 AP@0.75 AP@[0.5 : 0.95] Small Medium Large
Fast R-CNN trainval 39.9 19.4 20.5 4.1 20.0 35.8
ION [18] trainval35k 43.2 23.6 23.6 6.4 24.1 38.3
YOLOv2 [45] trainval35k 44.0 19.2 21.6 5.0 22.4 35.5
SSD512 [46] trainval35k 46.5 27.8 26.8 9.0 28.9 41.9
R-FCN-ResNet101 [7] trainval 51.5 - 29.2 10.3 32.4 43.3
Faster-R-CNN-ResNet101 [4] trainval - - 29.4 9.0 30.5 47.1
R-FCN-ResNet101 [4] trainval - - 30.8 11.8 33.9 44.8
D-Faster-R-CNN-ResNet101 [4] trainval - - 33.1 11.6 34.9 51.2
D-R-FCN-ResNet101 [4] trainval - - 34.5 14.0 37.7 50.3
Faster-R-CNN-FPN-ResNet101 [30] trainval 59.1 - 36.2 18.2 39.0 48.2
Ours-ResNet101 trainval35k 57.2 39.1 36.1 17.3 39.2 49.6
Table 4. Detection results of baseline models and CM-CNN on COCO test-dev dataset.
Table 3 shows the comparisons on COCO val set. Our model outperforms
Faster-RCNN and R-FCN on both AP@0.5 and AP@[0.5 : 0.95] evaluation pro-
tocols, where AP@[0.5 : 0.95] is a new evaluation metric proposed in the COCO
benchmark, that averages mAP over different IoU thresholds, from 0.5 to 0.95,
thus places a significantly larger emphasis on localization compared to the single
AP@0.5 or AP@0.7. Our model improves Faster R-CNN and R-FCN by 6.0%
and 5.5% AP@0.5 and 6.5% and 6.1% AP@[0.5 : 0.95], respectively. For the
small, medium and large sets, our model also outperforms Faster R-CNN and
R-FCN. Especially, the improvement on the small set is more significant than the
one on the large set (e.g., 8.9% vs. 1.2% for Faster R-CNN, and 6.6% vs. 4.2%
for R-FCN), which shows the importance of surrounding contextual information
helping small object detection.
COCO test-dev Dataset. In the second setting, we use the trainval35k in
training as done in [18] which use all the 80k train images and 35k val images
(out of total 40k), and test our model on test-dev. We use a learning rate 0.002 for
the first 120k iterations and 0.0002 for the next 50k iterations, with an effective
mini-batch size of 8.
Table 4 shows the comparison results. Similar to results in COCO train-
val setting, our model outperforms Faster R-CNN and R-FCN baselines sig-
nificantly on high precise localization (above 4.3% on AP@[0.5 : 0.95]) and
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Method
Pedestrians Cyclists
Easy Mod Hard Easy Mod Hard
Faster R-CNN [1] 78.35 65.91 61.19 71.41 62.81 55.44
3DOP [47] 82.36 67.46 64.71 80.17 68.81 61.36
IVA [48] 83.03 70.63 64.68 77.63 67.36 59.62
GN [49] 80.73 71.55 64.82 - - -
SubCNN [50] 83.17 71.34 66.36 77.82 70.77 62.71
SDP+RPN [51] 79.98 70.20 64.84 81.05 73.08 64.88
MS-CNN [29] 83.70 73.62 68.28 82.34 74.45 64.91
RRC [44] 84.14 75.33 70.39 84.96 76.47 65.46
Ours 87.69 79.75 74.56 86.06 78.21 69.47
Table 5. Results on the KITTI benchmark test set (only published works shown).
small object detection1 (above 5.5% on APSmall). This verify the effects of con-
text modeling in our model. Our model also outperforms recently proposed de-
formable Faster R-CNN (D-Faster-R-CNN-ResNet101) and deformable R-FCN
(D-R-FCN-ResNet101) [4] by 3.0% and 1.7% on AP@[0.5:0.95] respectively.
For small objects, our model outperforms D-Faster-R-CNN-ResNet101 and D-
R-FCN-ResNet101 by 5.7% and 3.3% respectively. Besides, our model is also
on-par with state-of-the-art feature pyramid networks (FPN), 36.1 vs 36.2 on
AP@[0.5:0.95]. We note that the proposed RoICtxMining can be integrated with
deformable convolutional networks and feature pyramid networks for the best
of all (which is out of the scope of this paper). Fig. 3 shows some qualitative
results of our model on the MS COCO testset (2nd row).
4.3 Results on KITTI Pedestrian and Cyclist Detection Benchmark
To elaborate the importance of context mining, we further evaluate our model
on KITTI [24] benchmark since it contains many small and overlapped objects
(see the 3rd and 4th rows in Fig. 3). There are three object categories, car,
pedestrian, and cyclist on KITTI 2D detection task. We test our model on the
more challenging pedestrian and cyclist detection (as the mAP of pedestrian and
cyclist in much lower than the one of car in the leadboards).
Table 5 shows the comparison results between our model and state-of-the-
art published works. By the time we writing this paper, our model ranks the first
place on both pedestrian and cyclist 2D detection challenge among both published
and anonymous submissions2.
Compared with Faster R-CNN, our model improves the performance by a
even larger margin, 13.84% AP for the Moderate pedestrian set and 15.40%
AP on the Moderate cyclist detection. Our model also outperforms the state-
of-the-art published work, RRC [44], which models contextual information in
a recurrent manner. This shows the effectiveness of the explicit modeling of
contextual information in our method. In addition, our model is much faster
than RRC. Our model takes 0.6 seconds on a 2560 × 768 image, while RRC
1 Small means area < 322 pixels; about 40% of COCO objects are small.
2 http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_object.php?obj_benchmark=2d.
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Method w/O context Local Local+Global 4-Neighbor 8-Neighbor RoICtxMining RoICtxMining + Local + Global
AP@0.5 78.0 78.4 78.5 78.8 79.0 81.6 81.2
Table 6. Effects of different choices of context modeling in R-CNNs.
takes about 3.6 seconds (subject to some variations of hardware and actual
implementation).
4.4 Ablation Study
We perform the ablation study on three aspects: How important is the proposed
context mining method (i.e., the RoICtxMining operator)? How vulnerable is
our Auto-Context R-CNN to different types of attacks?
Method Original Black Random Flip Adversarial Patch [52]
R-FCN 77.4 35.0 42.1 64.1 57.4
Ours 81.7 51.5 52.4 70.5 65.9
Table 7. Effects of Auto-Context on Attacking Examples.
Method Original Black Random Flip Adversarial Patch
w/o context 78.0 39.3 45.0 65.8 57.8
local context 78.4 37.7 42.8 65.0 56.1
local+global context 78.5 36.5 43.6 65.4 53.5
8-neighbor context 79.0 38.1 45.0 65.7 57.2
Ours 81.7 51.5 52.4 70.5 65.9
Table 8. Effects of different context methods on Attacking Examples.
Effects of Context Mining. We utilize a 3 × 3 grid layout when mining con-
textual information in the 8 surrounding neighbor cells. To evaluate this design,
we compare with other 7 different choices: Without context (i.e., the Faster R-
CNN model), Local context which utilizes a predefined RoI enlarged from an
object-RoI (e.g., 1.5x bigger), Global context which utilizes the whole feature
map as the context RoI, Local+Global context, 4-neighbor surrounding context
which utilizes the left, right, top and right cell as context-RoIs in the same 3× 3
grid layout, 8-neighbor surrounding context which utilizes all the 8 surround-
ing cells as context-RoIs, and Local+Global+RoICtxMining. We test them on
PASCAL VOC 2007 and the proposed context mining method outperforms all
other design choices. Predefined local and global context obtain very marginal
improvement where the former largely overlaps with the object-RoI and the
latter might bring in too much variations. Surrounding contextual information
seem help better with similar improvement by 4- or 8-neighbor layouts. Adding
the mining component in surrounding contextual regions significantly improves
the performance. Surprisingly, adding predefined local+global context to our
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Fig. 5. Examples of the four versions of PASCAL VOC 2007 test data and of the
detection results by our model (red) and the R-FCN [7] (blue). The four rows show
examples with adversarial-patch [52], black-patch, flip-patch and random-patch respec-
tively. Our model shows promising vulnerability to different types of attacks, better
than the R-FCN method. Best viewed in color and magnification.
context mining makes things worse which we will investigate further in our on-
going work. Overall, this shows the effectiveness of the current design of our
Auto-Context R-CNN.
Fig. 4 shows sampled results of our model, from which we can see, our model
successfully detects small (e.g., the last figure in the first row) and occluded
(e.g., the third figure in the first row) objects, which benefiting by the mined
contexts which gather supportive information surround the target objects.
Effects of Auto-Context on Defending Different Attacks. Adversarial attacks
have become a critical issue for deep learning based approaches including R-CNN
based object detection [11,12]. As contextual information is complementary to
information inside object RoIs, we expect that our model is more robust to
objects attacked by different destructive methods. To this end, we first create
four versions of PASCAL VOC 2007 test datasets by adding four types of patches
to the center of each object instance. The patch is of half width and half height of
the annotated bounding box. The four types of patches are: i) Adversarial-Patch
generated by [52], ii) Black-Patch with all pixels being zero, iii) Flip-Patch that
is a flipped version of the center patch itself using left/right, top/bottom, or
both randomly, and iv) Random-Patch that randomly sampled from outside of
a bounding box.
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We compare our model with the R-FCN [7], both using ResNet50 as feature
backbone (see Tabel 1). Table 7 shows the comparison results. Although both
models are significantly affected by the attacks, our model is more robust than
the R-FCN on all the 4 cases. Fig. 5 shows some examples. We also compare
different types of context modeling method in Table 8. The results consistently
support that the proposed method performs better in adversarial defense due to
its auto-context mining. Note that all the models are not adversarially trained.
5 Conclusion
This paper presented the Auto-Context R-CNN object detection system which
extends the widely used Faster R-CNN [2] with a novel context mining RoI
opeartor (i.e., RoICtxMining). The RoICtxMining operator is a simple yet effec-
tive two-layer extension of the popular RoIPooling [1] or RoIAlign [3] operator.
It is motivated by the Auto-Context work [5] and the multi-class object layout
work [6]. It explicitly mines surrounding context-RoIs in a 3×3 layout centered at
an object-RoI on-the-fly, thus provides an adaptive way of capturing surrounding
context. In experiments, we test our Auto-Context R-CNN using RoIPooling as
the backbone RoI operator. It shows competitive results on Pascal VOC 2007
and 2012 [22], Microsoft COCO [23], and KITTI datasets [24] (including 6.9%
mAP improvements over a comparative R-FCN [7] baseline on COCO test-dev
dataset and the first place on both KITTI pedestrian and cyclist detection as of
this submission).
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